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A LOOK ALL OUR OWN

NINETY

one.

Life

A product of the Journalism Department of Humboldt Junior-Senior High School, 30 East Baker Street, St. Paul, MN 55107
As we take the steps through Life, we find A LOOK ALL OUR OWN. Where do we go as we take these steps? We go where our destiny takes us. How do we look all our own? We look all our own, by how we want to look. Each and every one of us has a look all our own, much like Humboldt. Humboldt has a look like no other, from special education to International Studies and Careers, from regular education to our business partnership with Ecolab Inc. Our school is special to us, along with all the extras that come with it, including; athletics, clubs, teams, and executive boards.

As you look through this beautiful book, please take into consideration, the people who have so much pride in this creation, so please respect this book, for it is just one look at the memories for the year 1990-91.

1. Introducing, Dan Moran on the slide trombone. 2. John Wessel stares into outer space. 3. Want some of my French creation? (Calvin Mickel) 4. I really am innocent. (Jenny Birkholz) 5. Are you talking to me? (Scott Ecker) 6. Journalism class is so boring! (Jerry Tonn) 7. Ms. Diane Schroepfer tells her Physics class to be quiet for the third time in three minutes. 8. This cheeseburger is really good. (Jody Martin)

*The Indian symbol used by the Humboldt Secondary Complex represents the school's diversity and respect for all cultures. Racist comments will be penalized. -Standards for the use of the Indian Symbol at Humboldt Secondary Complex.*
1. Mr. Steve Egyhazi, in his famous position, coffee cup in hand. 2. Youths being recognized by the St. Paul Optimist Club; Mr. John Ettlinger, Jodell Schlussler, Tizoc Ro­sales, and Mao Xiong. 3. Come on, I’m a safe driver. (Emmy Vadnais) 4. Todd Cheney with his crabby look. 5. Bao Yang shows her artistic talents by decorating the hallway. 6. Shouldn’t you girls be in class? (Katie Danner, Shelley Hatch, and Nikki Cook) 7. The sophomore studs! (Justin Severson and Jose Cardenas) 8. Smiles are addicting! (Tiffany Martinez and Delia Lasch) 9. Bill Guggenberger really doesn’t want to practice his typing skills.
SENIORS SENIORS SENIORS
MELISSA ALVARADO

Chair: Cheerleading 9-10-12; Prom Comm. 11; Senior Exec. Board 12; Student Council 12; Dance Line 9-12; Special Friends 11 & 12; Yearbook 12; Sniff; Sexy Seniors; Homecoming 87-90; Prom '91, Quincenera '97; Football games: "Boys that hurts"; Indians 4-ever, R.I.P. John Schwartz, Luv to all my friends Cindy M. the Psychic (Penselope); R-Sniff, KD, JS, TIC, LC, RL, DP, HD, SG, MS, DH, CS, CD, TT, B-Friends forever Deoxy Z., Miss You Den M., my policeman Cisco 6-14-88, Adrianna, Mas you "Papi"; mis hermanas, Thars Art and Madrina M.; Luv u Mom and Grandma. I made it, I'm outta here; Gracias A Mi Dias, Farewell Humboldt.

SABRINA ANDERSON

Tennis 9 & 10; Volleyball 9 & 10; Basketball 9 & 10; Student Council 11 & 12; Arrow Staff 12; Whoa whoo ro my PRTES. Donna, Amy, and Yodel-the good times, new Fire car; going out to lunch; Jodeff's slumber parties, BIEFF, squeetch it boby, 10 minutes to V-rrime; Queenie and her babys 9-24-90. Thanks Mom and Michele, I love you thanks for everything!

CHRISTINA M. AUSTIN

Tennis 9 & 10; Volleyball 9 & 10; Basketball 9 & 10; Student Council 11 & 12; Arrow Staff 12; Whoa whoo ro my PRTES. Donna, Amy, and Yodel-the good times, new Fire car; going out to lunch; Jodeff's slumber parties, BIEFF, squeetch it boby, 10 minutes to V-rrime; Queenie and her babys 9-24-90. Thanks Mom and Michele, I love you thanks for everything!

TOBBY AUSTIN

Tennis 9 & 10; Volleyball 9 & 10; Basketball 9 & 10; Student Council 11 & 12; Arrow Staff 12; Whoa whoo ro my PRTES. Donna, Amy, and Yodel-the good times, new Fire car; going out to lunch; Jodeff's slumber parties, BIEFF, squeetch it boby, 10 minutes to V-rrime; Queenie and her babys 9-24-90. Thanks Mom and Michele, I love you thanks for everything!

Sexy Seniors, Sniff, *"Indians", Navy Island,

CHAD J. BARRY
"ESQUIRE"

Basketball 9-11, Cap. 12; Baseball 9-12; Football 9,10,12, Sno-Doze Cand. 10-11; Homecoming Comm.; Stud. Council 12; B-Honor Roll 9-12; Parties at my place; HTS 1777-1779; Taco Bell, Navy Island, Food Star Inn 124-126, Tickle Creek over Deover, Valley; D-ball games. Ananda's little party; my female pose: Jenny G., Topoko L., Kelly D.; my squetch Marie B.; The orange song: TR and AK, Burch J.S., other crew members, MS; GB. CM, EV, LS, VS, DE, My Ananda E. Heny-Love Always; my sis Amy, Ed Ealing, The Therapists, Thanx Mom 'n Pops, I made it!

ALICIA KAY BENEDICT

Track and Field 12; School Spirit; *"Indians"; Mr. Methus, Teni Carlson, Mr. Olson, Dr. Wilhelm, Mrs. "P"; Mrs. "C"

DAVID BERG

Volleyball 9-12; Basketball 9-12; Softball 9-12; Girl's State Rep.; Sno-Doze Cand. 10; Homecoming Cand.; Student Council 9-10; Treas. 11; President 12; Sr. Class Treas.; NHS 11 & 12; "DOODESS"; Sniff! Sexy Seniors, Best friends night out; It was a yellowish reddish light! (Haunted House); Where's my drool disk? What the heck? My grocery geeme, DONK, Squeetchin' with G; Oh Deny, Do the bonaná! Oh Schmidt! my best friend Doner, MDS, KD, MS, JS, T5, LA, EV, I'm like totally going psycho!; TM; AT, TR, DP, SG, PPI, TL, AM; my bros, Thanx ro my best friends Paul and Rose-Love Ya!

MARIE A. BOULOS

Volleyball 9-12; Basketball 9-12; Softball 9-12; Girl's State Rep.; Sno-Doze Cand. 10; Homecoming Cand.; Student Council 9-10; Treas. 11; President 12; Sr. Class Treas.; NHS 11 & 12; "DOODESS"; Sniff! Sexy Seniors, Best friends night out; It was a yellowish reddish light! (Haunted House); Where's my drool disk? What the heck? My grocery geeme, DONK, Squeetchin' with G; Oh Deny, Do the bonaná! Oh Schmidt! my best friend Doner, MDS, KD, MS, JS, T5, LA, EV, I'm like totally going psycho!; TM; AT, TR, DP, SG, PPI, TL, AM; my bros, Thanx ro my best friends Paul and Rose-Love Ya!
CATINA ELIZABETH BROWN

Anthoney Bruski

Angela Burton

Clint Burton


Hockey Games Prom, Ms. LeMay, Kay Halligan

Hockey Games, Cruising through Lilydale,

Julie Bump

Daniel Burke

Richard Cain

Teri Carlson

Band 10.11. chillin or mirage, curb the demo at logic, check Theatre it's a long way to the top if you want to Rock 'n Roll, "Duude, don't call me dude!" Cheech and Chong, Pauly "the weasle", Shahe, "Yo bud!" "Dude, get up it's three o'clock!" "losing pool. All my buds, SC, MS, RM, SJ, ED, TC, EC, JW, AK, NR, CF, JD you guys rule, PEACE! And of course my family, Mom, Dad, There-so, and Renee. "I Love You Very Much!!!"
Cross-Country 9: B.Ball 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cross-Country 9: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cross-Country 9: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cross-Country 9: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cross-Country 9: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cloud 9 at 10, "Is the locker room that way?".

Wrestling 9.10.11.12: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Wrestling 9.10.11.12: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Wrestling 9.10.11.12: Football 9.10.12: Softball 9.10.12: F-Ball games w/the pose. "Oh baby Y-O-U!". Memories wicked '89, '90. April 30, '87, k.k., this is my dance ya'll. "Tideway Niki's" my name! Great friends, TM, LS, VH, JS, KD, JS, KD, SH, SG, JR, SK, CL, WD, and my little bro! "Home Doniya know me?"; Susan S., SA, AR, My new roommate & best friend "T.F. Finn", Unforgettable memories with A.L.R. and the Class of '91, Special thanks to, Ms. Shields, Mr. Kujawa and the rest of you who had faith in me and kept me going. I made it, Crucify, Thanks Mom, Bill I love you!

Cheerleading 9.10.11.12: My Cougar Ford's "What's the deal?" Jump in the Hoop. tte times at Nokomis, waterballon fights w/ the West Side!, Highway to 7, mean' steps, craze!. My best friend 4-ever Jana Thompson! My #1 Amigo Shelley Harch; Special times w/Jimmy H., Loco, Swee Daddy & Loc. Chopper, Chris & Jim at the boarding, Ponies w/the Eganons, Extra Special Frizenz, Toni, Chrsiane, Chad, Kris, and of course Gene, Todd & Donnie. My Duds. ARTESAN, DS, JG, SD, CP, JM, RH, CS, PI, NC, JS, MS, CT, SV, MA, MW, MT, JA, CL, JM-Johnie! And everyone else! Hey Mom, Dad & Kristi finally did it! Thank you for your support, Luv ya', 17 and life to go!


10 Seniors
SHIRLEY EDENSTEINER

Chair 9-12, Band 9. Mrs. Robinson’s stories in American History; long walks up to third floor. Thank you Mark for the advice. Thanks Mrs. Langseth for the encouragement; I made it. Mom, I love you.

SCOTT JAMES ECKER

Football 9-12. Basketball 9-12. Baseball 9-12. Chad’s parties, Homecoming ’90, football party with all my friends including S.F., J.C., V.D., S.N. I remember when Mylin Tenner run me over when I was a sophomore. Thanks Mom and Dad.

PETER R. ESTRADA

Hockey 9-12. Football 9-12. “C-Time”: D. Tack, L.M., J.R., Ponying with my Veronica D. Herman 7-3-89 and my cuz M.G. on his porch with all the homies. Greepin pizzas J.C., S.F.; Borrowing $ from R. Tack for my rides, climbing hill at the Golden Steer V.H., M.G., P.L.; 8:00 9-9-90, thrown in the drink. I finally did it; Mo and Dad, thanks for the support. CYA! ! !

SANTINO CARLO FRANCO

Football 9-12. Baseball 9-12. ’89 football season. Homecoming ’90. Homecoming King ’90. Westside Boosters; Bearing Harding, twice; Cinco de Mayo dance ’90; getting wild with the fellas, giving him to Cherokee Park gang, MOD “Tonight”; the river, Tino’s house, SILVER and BLACK; Coach Olson & Elzondo, Tino & Chris 8-27-89. CS, DM, PE, VH, AS, JS, LS, TM, JS, SN, KD, JS, LL, Bears, VH, Jay; DV, SK; To all of my little Brothers on the Westside; my little brother; my grandparents, Tom, my aunts and uncles, To my Mom, thank you! love you.

DENISE MICHELLE GIBSON

Floor Hockey 9-11; Bowling 11; Softball 10; Volleyball: Track and Field; Playing sports with Mrs. Swanson; my job at McDonalds; my special friend Tony Drazi; helping out the teachers and students with the work with the new ninth graders and helping Myndal answer the telephone; I enjoy playing for Humboldt, because it was the best school to show their spirit for and cheer for the team; I enjoyed all my years at Humboldt.

JENNIFER MARIE GLEB

Softball 9-12; Volleyball 9-12; Football Cheerleading 9-12; Wrestling Cheerleading 9-11;12; Basketball Cheerleading 10: Student Council Secretary 12; Senior Class Vice-President; heck-yeha crew; Summer of ’90, Beto’s house, Joy Robinson, Wrestling Tournaments; Bearing Harding in football; Totok’s house; Homecoming Dance ’90; bearing JC & JD, Tim’s driving; CD’s house; Seattle ’90, Talora Show ’89, “Can you talk”; “Dude”; HT, “Toni”; “Sexy Seniors”, KD, TL; DL, AH, JW, SN, SF; JC, JS, SE, TM, NC, CD, VD; LS, LA, SG, CL, TS; MT, CS, AS, JS, JH, CM, SL, CC, VH, PE, JR; and everyone I missed, Thanks Mom and Dad. Love ya tons, I’m out of here. CYA!

SHEILA GONZAGOWSKI

Dear Friends. Phil Reyes and Jo Habert (8-13-83) you both are the greatest! Friends Todd, Kristen, Tsruc, NC, BP, TD, KT, ME, JS, LA, LM, AT, TS, RG, CI, JL, SC, DC, JH, MT, BV, “Queer”; FUNNY, Uncle Mark’s House; football parties. Homecomings. Homecoming Dance ’90, “Just say I won’t”; Shhh! Stars & gliter & water & bubbles. Bread man-nice buns, the week I spent with me. Summer ’900. “You Can’t Touch This!”, Stanley #10, Sunshine! Des Friends night out. Scavenger Hunt. “Haven’t seen you in days Amy!” Lots of Love and thanks to Dad and Sue! CYA!

JAMES GROESS

Homecoming ’90, Wrestling Tournaments, Sunshine,
My Dad, #1 Amiga, Iceland, '91 Ruiz!!!, FIRE,

 Memories of my 4 years at Humboldt will never be forgotten. Of course my Pete Estrada 7-3-89. All of the different cars Pete had. McDors & T Del Agua! Dr. Wilhelm and us P.E., L.S., N.N., C.S., L.S., S.F., and all my other homes. Going to parties with Pete and both of our crazy friends. Miguel's porch. Pete's D-Day. Prom 91. For those who know what I mean T's (?) hour! Never to be forgotten Nick Anderson 7-20-90 miss you! Football games. #45, Hocky. #17. Homecoming 90, rooms for the night. CLASS OF '91 Ruiz. Thanks Mom, Luv ya. I did it, CYA!

Concert Cheers 9.12: Acting goofy with friends, the cheesy smiles, raspberry walk with M.M. Laughing till I juked. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Baxer Brown. The slippery walk with M.M. My Kitty; Days at the cabin; Party with friends. Going to the covers, Jody, for being there for me when I didn't get J.J. tickers. The marshes, NC, SC, SD, SL, JM, AR, VD, Best Friends Jody M. and Michelle M. my love to God, Ely, Rudy, Monica, Mom and Dad. Thanks Very Much. I Love You All!

JANALLE INDRIDASON

Busy Bee, Ditching 9, 10, 11, 12, Star School. My crazy faces (Gerry), Mom 2:19-84 Miss ya! Prom '90 Homecoming 89, 12:31-89 Adrian. I love you! 7-6-90 our engagement. All my love to my siser Bobbie for raising me. 18th B-day. All the fun at the Brandy Wine 67 Camaro! Thanx to J.R., R.I., M.R., L.K., J.L., S.H., and to everyone else for putting up with my craziness. '91 RULES!

MATTHEW A. JORGENSEN

Phy-Ed, English, and Logo classes. Humboldt helped me get a good education and also gave me new social skills. It was great training for finding a job after school at Rainbow. Jon Tiller, Kay Holligan, Peter Kijawa, Mike Juergens, TonyBrudek, St. Thomas College Summer Program.

BELINDA JOYNER

Kiss '90 Decky, Pat, Gene, Mom and Dad, I made it! Love ya all. Roses are red.

MONA JUERGON

Drum Corps 11 Homecoming Dance. Friends: Beth, Dan, Laurie, Dee Dee, Jason Zgon. Teachers: Mr. Alia, Mrs. Non Kalbinger, Mr. Ingham, Mrs. Andrews, Joyce Lee, Alice Rhines, Mr. Ransom, Mrs. C., Mrs. Belows. Mom and Dad, I love you!

MILWAUK-EH, BUSY BEE, "STAND BY ME", KISS '90,

RATHA KEM

Tennis (Varsity) 11; Soccer 11; 12 I remember the time I had a lot of fun working with my crew team at Airport McDonald's and all the time I participated in tennis and soccer with my teammates at Humboldt. After soccer season was over, Mr. Ales, our soccer coach, took us all to Asia Inn Restaurant to celebrate for our efforts at the end of the season.

DAVE KLINE

ADAM T. KRUGER

Basketball 9; Football 10; 11; 12; Track 10; 11; 12; Student Council; Prom Committee; St. Class Executive Board; Debate; Scavenger Hunt; Saturday school, Q vs. Q. "He's my friend" Duh-Duh I need a rug; The light doesn't work in here! "I'll help her with her books"; TRAIN SMART, Unethical, MILWAUK-EH. Which way is the locker room? The syndrome, and always . . . "Stand By Me" Thanks Mom and Dad! LOVE YA! Erik, Tizoc, Jodell, Emmy, Matt, KE, CANO, M.T., C.B., S.G., J.T., G.P., A.S., J.W.

TAMMY KULYAS

To all the the good times I had with my best friend Angie, I made it mom and dad! I love you Dave L!

Seniors 13
Tonya Jo Kulyas

Soccer 9,10,11,12: French Club 10, Kibee, Taco Bell, Are you twins? All the crazy times at soccer. All the crazy happenings with the "Indian Logo"; Emi B. from Netherlands, My budses J.T., N.R., N.P., and M.H. My stud/20-07-00, I love you. Thanks Mom and Dad for everything.

Jessica Eve Lang


Chad J. Lasch


Korena Leach

Badminton 9,10,11,12(Sortary), The stairs and how long it took to get up them. Ponaee special friend, Miss ya when ya moved. Still remember when we first became friends — so fun. Good Luck to all of my friends in the future especially Ponaee and Ngo. Thanks, Mr. Mergens. Love you, Mom and Dad.

Hammer Time, The Bluffs, Baby Sister 11-20-89.

Joua Lee

Badminton 9,10,11,12; Soccer 10; Volleyball 9; Tennis 11; Prom Committee 11; Science Club 9,10,11,12, French Club 9,10,11(Sortary): Prom "90"; Love you always, Pa, Thanks Mom & Dad.

Youa Lee

Asian Club 9,10,11,12, NHS 11, Honor Roll 9,10,11,12, French Club 10: All those hesitant times I have walked through the soccer tournaments, getting sunburned. All the VB games & practices, Eau Claire, Moos, DN, CP. Trip to "VF/SF" KLS Party, 7-4-90, met someone very special, VX, — All those fun fun New Years... Thanks to my friends — BS, TL, SS, VL, TY, VX, YL, CX, XY, ML, XX, NY, MS, CM, PGY, TL, SX, PL, And thanks to my bros, ss, and especially to my parents...
Football Games, "Oh Baby You", "Mercedes", 

TINA MORALES

Floor Hockey 11 Dances Prom, Ms. LeMay, Mr. McMillen

ROCKWELL MUCK


NGA HUYEN NGUYEN

MICHAEL NUSSL£
Floor Hockey 9.10.11.12: Connie, Jenelle. All the good times at floor hockey games.

CHANCE D. NYGARD
Excellent times in Debate-Lettered 9.10. Job hoppin', concerts, poker until sunrise, Eagan PD x 2, my Leather, doing 115 in Lyndale, my "Ferrari", GONE FISHING, carhounds, Cop of Coke, Da' Wabbit, the Cougar. But it's on the way! I'm just rokin' the day off. Just rokin' the day off w/Todd C., 4 x 4, w/ a civic, '91 NULZ! ! !! 89 Wapalu, Hawaii 90, The Caves, BWCA, my dog "Charlie", RWC, Puckeeo, A.H., S.A., P.R., J.L., B.K., C.D., T.C., K.K., K.W., K.L., C.P., J.R.... "Well mom, I know at times you had your doubts, but I MADE IT!!! Thank for everything and I luv u . . . .

TIFFIANEE PATRIN

CHRISTOPHER PENNING
Golf 10.11.12: Yearbook & Newspaper, Subway Blah! Wrinkula! The Block Shirts, Lance and the P concerts, Kimber, Alife, Rock, Fi Fi, Snaggy, Merson, Todd, Jason, Jeremy, The Wild Sider, Homecoming, Mr. Sullivan's snow plow and I guess Vail! The legend. Well, me and dad, I actually did it. For sure, NO LIE!!!

Baby Blues, Fi Fi, Hawaii, France, Hippie's

CYNTHIA PEREZ

LETA PIERCE

BRIAN A. PLASTER
McDonald's; Auto mechanics - Mr. Swanson; Ceramics - Mrs. Dresen; J.D.L. bud Mike bud and brother Scott. Mom, I did it!

DARBARA MARIE PLUFF
Go over a bump, Scavenger Hunt, ID, Lunch money?

JASON RADANKE

MARK RAUER

CONNIE M. RICKEL

TIZOC ROSALES

Student Council 12: Best of the best in Graphics, Cruisin’ Bob Sr., Playing pool, all of my cars (F.I.P.: It’s not a school day today; hangin’ w/ Ken and his “sound system”); State Fair ’90; Bob Dylan, Sweater “T” and Big "R”; chicken or roaster, Metallica w/ K.T.; BH; DD; PD; Crue w/ A.A.; D.D.; Cheech and Chong, right on Jackson; Dearcer; best buds; Ken T.; BH; CT; Connie; SE; LD; Genny; DD; A.A.; JJ; HT; KD, no Fords . . . Karie; Jodel the rocker chick; The Garage; Crown Auto sucks, all the parties, all my friends; I made it; Thanks Mom, Dad, Chico I Love You!

Homecoming ’87 Scott’s car, sliding with Lara and Sundae; Lunch money? before and after school with Sundae; my 10th B-Day; Saturday School, 8-10, playing at D.S. house; Quick evacuation! Arto; Bob Dylan; State Fair; what a rip, the lake with Bob and Bri; Ed’s house, MONROE; the garage, all the parties, my Best Friend Lori couldn’t have done it with out you, my sis Carmen; Buds’; Life; Lori, Emmy, Jenny and Terri (Love you guys); special people throughout the years; J.D.H. Sundae, JJ.; B.H.T.; T.F.; J.V.; K.T.; L.P.; V.S.; Mark, B.V.; L.S.; Thanks Mom and Dad love you both; I finally did it!

Wrestling 9-11, Capt. 12: Class Country 11. Capt. 12: Sno-Doze Cand. 9-11: Homecoming King Candidate; Student. Lockers; Prom, Comm.; Sr. Class Ex. Bd; Speech/Debate: N.H.S.: Parties; Homecoming, Sr. School; Scavenger Hunt; Is the locker room that way? Q v.s. Q; Milwaukee-E. TPing, Rob Sr.; retreats; wrestling matches, making weight; Summers; Summertime; “Stand By Me;” Wrestling Cphans BU; hot tub; smart; unethical; syndrome; mailbox; McDonaldand; 4F; turn now; I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore; Isaac C.; Adam K.; MT. CT.; J.T.; CL.; JH.; MS.; EV.; CR.; JS.; SG.; LA.; TM; Grads; TG.; all the girls; 2; Mom; Dad; ill;bro. Liz Liz Yo’!

LENIA SALAS

JODELL MARIE SCHLUSSLER

MARY E. SCHMIDT

TOMAS A. SILVA

Basketball 9-12; Student Council 12; “La La La Tongry” Ooh Baby, you, breakfast at McDonalds with Veronica, L.S. B-Day, partying at the hotel, the squabbles Tiff and I had; partying over the summer of “90;” underneath the bridge, football games; Homecoming “90;” CD’s house; “Special memories with Vince D.;” KD; SN; LA; TL; DT; NL; Schwartz; VH; PE; JG; TJ; SF; JC; SE; CD; AH; CR; LS; EV; “Thanks to my best friend Tiff;” Luv my bros Jay and Coca, Thank you Mom and Dad ’Never could have made it with out you; I finally made it Grandma; Love You’s; We’re outta here 1!!

Cheerleading 10-12: Homecoming Cand.; Natl. Honor Sec. 11-12; Senior Class Sec.; Sno-Doze 11; Softball 10; Student Council 9-11; Treats; 12; Tennis 10; Volleyball 11; Life/Arrow 11-12: Homecoming “87-90;” Prom “88-91;” France ’91; hockey tourneys; Goud 9 @ 10; slumber parties and gigs at my casa; oh oh oh I need a tumb. H.F.S. 1977-1979; BEEF; whoo-whoa BEEF; go over a bump, the Hun; Indigos, TPing; squelch; sniff, we fit in; love lunch, running Army over, Mx Land, V-time, sexy seniors; my babe Randy “Tood” Byrne; GMA; AS; BKV; ATK; MDs; DLH; KD; MD; IC; TS; DB; PR; JR; JS; SG/my Sunshine; Alyse, in memory of my dad T.S.; Thanks Mom! Love You!

Basketball 9-12; Softball 9-12; Student Council 9-12; Volleyball 9-12: “Oh Marsha”; “Oh Schmidt”; Uncle Marie’s House; Homecoming’s (esp ’89) then Sat. School the next day; “Sexy seniors”; TPing, Sheila, there’s something breaking in my house; Bart Simpson, MCOTT; Waka, Chuckle, Waka; “Soples”; my friends; MD; KD; DP; MS; IC; AT; MT; CT; MT; JS; TM; DP; PR; JON.; SL; TM; JM; JM; TM; JH; CM; CR; Melissa Lou; stars and girder and water and bubbles, bread man-“nice buns”; Beddy, you went through a red light. (Piper’s parade); getting strolled during school (Beddy); thanks ro my family, love you all!

Wrestling 11-12; Stud. Council 12; Arrow 12; Sniff; STA; Mexico ’90; Snappy fest, Missi, Suzi, Chana, Cheo, Tur; Jen, Vern, Neno, Laura, Ruff’s and all the other romies, DJ; Tania (9-23-90); Pete O. Juan, Dilly, Snodgrass, Lisa; Cher; Lisa; MS.; PR; SD; JF; LT; FS; TM; RG; SG; AA; AG; VK; FM; DP; JS; KD; CM; CGZ; EV; TR; KS; AC; TD; WV; JT; AR; PS; TL; AH; Srotch 30; 1-13 Para mi yo creo, que tu hasidero todobajo y mucho mas y por eso te doy gracias, Proverbs 31: 10-31; Thor describes yourself pretty good and it’s what makes you so special; Les quiero tanto que quiera ser un moco dentro de tu nariz; J/K; Thank you for what you’ve done for me and my sisters;
Student Council 9-11 V.P. 12; National Honor Society 11-12; Sno-Doze Lord, Duke, Prince; Cand. 12; Football: All Conf. (11), Captain (12) 9-12; Basketball 9-12 Captain (12); Baseball 9-10 Captain 11.12, Dearing, Harding twice; The Village "Work is that much familiar?" "10! " Jogging with Joe, Morning Crew '94, AK, GC; Where's the Foxx Dogg?" Hi, Bruce Wayne. Do, Do I NEED A TUTA? The Hunt "oh" DUSTED! J.H. C.D, MD'S, JODEL, EV, SN, KD, UNO, M.T. TM, CANO, AK, J.V, CL, SG, KE, MT, AV, SE, J.C, Prom '89, My Georgia Harringer 12.12; 88 Love Yo Baby! T-To & the gang! Love Yo Mom & Dad! I DID IT!

Cheerleading 9-12; Student Council 9-14; Exec. Board 12; LIFE/ARROW STAFF 11.12; Volleyball 11: J6Sr Exec. Boards; CORPORATE FIRE! "Sexy Seniors" Kinley Veto's; T. ping: 1717, 1719, 1299, 1667/7; Days, Gering run over, We fit in; BEEF: The Fire Car & Truck, Group p's, S/NFF, Cloud 9 or 10. The Hunt; Squeelch, V-Time, Mcd'Sland, Jodels case. Who's behind us? "Haven't seen u in daz Shells. My jigs r boozing. The old Dutchman, My Fires, Donette, Jennie, Jodel, Chrissie, KD, DH, KT, H/V, TR, AK, SG, PR, SV, MGTS, CR, LA, MD, BOINK; SCHPOEPF, M.K, Thanks Mom, Papa & Mark. I Love you! can't forget Truffy, Hasta Babes, EGH, EIGH, EIGH!

Beating Harding 2X, EIGH, EIGH, EIGH, "BRAWL".

JON SPIELMAN

Humboldt Band 10.11. Taking the yellow limo to school, Playing D&D with friends, Girl friend in Chaska, Staying out late, going out for lunch; Playing pool with my sister. Mom and Dad, Bobbi Spielman, Jennifer Lee, My little Hammars, Scott Lee, and everyone else I met along the way!
Football 9, 10, 11: Swimming 9, 10, 11. Captain 12: Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12: National Honor Society 11, 12: Jr. and Sr. Class Exec. Board; Crustin S.P.A.; Swim Meets, Regions '88-'90, #86, The "Zag", Joker; "Two Occasions", It's a Five: Menr- oso, Spanish Eyes, Splashing Crein '86-'82; Ole 'n Leena (Ho-Ho-Ho): Late Night at Per- kins; My Prima, Javier, MS, IC, TR, AK, CB, EV, T5, MD, GP, SL, MT, J, AS, JH, DH, CA, 2-26- 89, Thank Mom, Dad, Francisco!

Drama 9, 10: Gymnastics 9; Concert Choir 9, 10: Cheerleading 11: LIFE/ARROW STAFF 11, 12: Student Council 9, 10, 11 Exec. Brd., 12: Sr. Class Board; Sno-Daze Lady; Can- didate 10, 11: Homecoming Queen Candi- date, Cloud 9 or 10, "I'm w/ya, Schwartz!"; ARIZONA: Down the Stairs at Del's, D.D.'s 16th-The Ducks, Con's 16th, "I had a really thought," Wood S.S. here & there, Scs. H.C. '89, Scav. Hunt, BEEF, Monroe Days; Parties; "'We fit in!"; Thanks to: JEM & fam., CH, GS, my cuz-KD, AS, J, JC, TM, MS, AK, KT, PC, MK, HW, KT, TR, LD, KD, SG, MD, TM, CB, JC, PR, SV, Mr. K. Schroepf, The best gift- Scotty 10-9-87, my other Bira's, ma & papa-
Love You!

Mr. Olson, Spanish Eyes, ARIZONA, BEEF, Border,

Track 11, 12: Volleyball 12: Special Friends 9, 10, 11, 12: Science Club 10, 11; Stu- dent Council Executive Board 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, Track meets. Listening to Coach Warren's stories. Jim's $5.00 slices of pizza, My little hubby, Roberto, 7th hr. P.E. with Mr. Olson, Football & Hockey games, Hanging out at Palace, and just being crazy! Can't forget those "Baby Blues!", Prom '90, '91, Sno-Daze '90 dance with John. The one and only September Rose! My buddies: H.M. (Renob), LD, KW, HL, DP, SC, AV, AD, MS, and my friend and cuz ML. Thanks mom and dad for everything! I love ya lots! Smile!
MOSLAIS MICHELE XIONG

Badminton: 9-12; Tennis: 9-12; Student Council: 11-12; Science Club: 10-12; HAC: 11-12 (Sec.); Yearbook Comm: 12.

TOU TENG XIONG

Soccer: 9-10-11; Drum Corps: 9; French Club: 9-10; Asian Club: 11; Drama: 10-11-12; Debate: 12; Wizard of Oz: "Okalan is somewhere for miers" (Party Chair); Semifinals; Snow Daze Prince Candidate: Homecoming King Candidate: Special thanks to God and all my friends. Tong & Doo, you're the best. Tong, 4th of July night: Nam phas is an rch! New Year, Vantage: "Nam pha! Tou, Kou-Hub neih... " Tou, thanks for all those fun times we shared during the dances.

GREG ZAFKE

Science Club: 11-12; Yearbook Comm: 12.

CHRISTINA T. ZAMBRANO


Laurie Zschokke

The following students of the Class of 1991 failed to have their picture taken by Delarson and therefore do not have their picture in the Senior section of this yearbook.

20 Seniors
Seniors Show Their Pearly Whites

1. Jose, you remembered your combination! (Jose Cardenas)
2. Jodel Schlussler practices her typing skills. (Amy Snodgrass)
3. Who is that doing the Bobby Brown? (Amy Snodgrass)
4. Burt Hernandez and Tizoc Rosales, exactly what are you looking at? (Amy Snodgrass)
5. Marie Boulus gives us her mean look. (Mary Schmidt)
6. I'm so talented, I can eat and wave at the same time. (Mary Schmidt)
7. Come on Nikki, look at the camera! (Nikki Cook)
8. Jeremy, shouldn't you be in class? (Jeremy LeFebvre)
9. What's so scary? (Jenny Gleb)
LISA ALVARADO  CHRIS AUSTIN  ELIZABETH BANKS

CHAD BARRY  MARIE BOULOS  CATINA BROWN  ANGELA BURTON

Hola Babe!

ISAAC CONTRERAS  NIKKI COOK  KATIE DANNER  KELLY DeCARLO

SCOTT ECKER  PETE ESTRADA  SANTINO FRANCO
Look At That Baby Now!
Oh, What A Cute Baby!
Hasta, Babe!

TIZOC ROSALES
LENIA SALAS
JODELL SCHLUSSLER

NICI SCHWINGLE
TOMAS SILVA
MATT SMITH
AMY SNODGRASS

MIKE THOMAS
JUAN TREJO
EMMY VADNAIS
DAWN WENDEL

MAO XIONG
TENG XIONG
CHRISTINA ZAMBRANO
Class of 1991

Radio Station: 99.5 WLOL
Movie: Pretty Woman
T.V. Show: Simpsons/Cheers
Record Album: "I'll Give All My Love"
Record Single: "Because I Love You"
Eating Place: Taco Bell (The Border)
Actor: Patrick Swayze/Mel Gibson
Actress: Julia Roberts
Teacher: Mr. Robert Klepperich/Ms. Diane Schroepfer

Male singer: Keith Swear
Female Singer: Janet Jackson/Mariah Carey
Hangout: Bookstore
Sport: Basketball
Class: English
Biggest News Event: January 16, 1991: War In The Persian Gulf
Biggest School Event: Graduation, June 3, 1991
Biggest Flop: Scavenger Hunt II
Sexiest Teacher: Mr. Jim Olson/Ms. Phyllis Langseth

DONE MOST FOR HUMBOLDT — CLASS OF 1991
Senior Poll

TEACHER’S PET

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED

FUNNIEST

DIGGEST FLIRT

JEREMY LEFEDVRE & MAO XIONG

MARIE DOULOS & TIZOC RO- SALE

CHRISTINA AUSTIN & PHIL REYES

JIM HALDERT & TIFFANY MARTINEZ

MOST TALKATIVE

MOST ATHLETIC

MOST GULLIBLE/DIZZIEST

ADAM KRUGER & TIFFANY MARTINEZ

MATT SMITH & MARY SCHMIDT

SCOTT ECKER & CONNIE RICKEL

Senior Poll

MOST ODNOXIOUS

CRAZIEST DRIVER

MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT

JEREMY LEFEDVRE & AMY SNODGRASS

MARK RAUER & JODELL SCHLUSSLER

TONJA MILLER & TIZOC ROSALES

PRETTIEST EYES

DIGGEST COMPLAINER

BEST PERSONALITY/FRIENDLIEST

DIGGEST EATER

JENNY GLED & CHAD BARRY

SHEILA GONZAGOWSKI & PHIL REYES

EMMY VADNAIS & TOMAS SILVA

AMY SNODGRASS & MATT SMITH
Sexy Seniors Show Their Stuff

UNDERCLASS
Class of 1992

Almqvist, David
Ator, Dustin
Baker, Caroline
Birkholz, Jennifer
Briggy, Anthony
Bryand, Delores
Bryant, Douglas

Buechner, Jeffrey
Bump, James
Cain, Richard
Cardenas, Gerardo
Cha, Sue
Chak, Boran
Cherrier, Aric

Chhem, Ann
Chhem, Chanith
Coleman, James
Columbus, Anthony
Cook, Jenna
Delao, Diego
Dickson, John

Dickson, John
Dicosimo, Vincent
Dolney, Nicholas
Dow, Shelly
Egginger, Sharon
Feely, Karen
Florez, John

Ford, Diane
Fosgate, Thor
Fox, Sean
Garcia, Mary
Guggenberger, William
Hansen, Kimberly
Haugen, Dale

Henly, Ananda
Her, See Thong
Hernandez, Jose
Hogan, Chad
Juergens, Michael
Jirik, Katrina
Johnson, Kris

Kastman, Ian
Kehborn, John
Kinkead, Rebecca
Kloos, Jacquelyn
Knorr, Carmelle
Knudsen, Jerad
Koehler, Angelique

Krejca, Kristine
Kruger, Anna
Labore, Thomas
Lanoux, Gina
Lavalle, Curtiss
Lee, Bee
Lee, Peng

Lee, Nai
Lee, Yer
Leith, Michael
LeMay, Tina
Limon, Ricardo
Long, Chantha
Lopez, Matthew

30 Juniors
Class of 1992

Love, Topako
Magle, Dominick
Martin, Paula
Mendez, Melissa
Mero, Rolando
Miller, Francis
Mishler, Dennis

Molina, Leonor
Mullen, Michael
Muntean, Joshua
Murphy, Kanesha
Nguyen, Tran
Nhean, Sophal
Onikul, Yulia

O'Brien, Tammy
Patrin, Daniel
Pena, Simon
Petret, Christina
Phan, Thuy
Pilman, Anthony
Preciado, Leticia

Preciado, Patricia
Reyes, Teresa
Rhodes, Robert
Rodewald, Ruthanne
Rodriguez, Alexander
Rojas, Ana
Ronnei, Debra

Rowen, Brian
Sagstetter, Spencer
Schmidt, Kimberlee
Schaeffer, Christian
Schommer, Craig
Schurr, Vincent
Schwartz, Christine

Smith, Scott
Smith, Theresa
Sok, Bunna
St. Clair, Tescha
Stica, Michael
Swift, Paul
Tejeda, Andrea

Thao, Nou
Thomas, Benjamin
Valens, Victor
Vang, Cua
Vang, Joe
Vang, Leng
Vang, May Neng

Vasquez, Simone
Vettel, Nzinga
Villamor, Jomar
Vruno, Angela
Wendel, Kimberly
Wing, Tracy
Xiong, Bee

Xiong, Pao
Xiong, Paolee
Xiong, Tong
Xiong, Tou
Yang, Bao
Yang, Kous
Yang, Lee

Juniors 31
Class of 1993

Lee, Kou
Lee, Tong
Lefebvre, Cynthia
Leith, Duane
Leo, Nicole
Lo, Va
Luna, Maia

Magle, Jamie
Malave, Jesus
Maloney, Kristen
Martin, Jody
Martinez, Mario
Martinez, Yeisa
Marx, Benjamin

Mathna, Kerry
Mattix, Faith
Mauricio, Frank
Maxson, Daniel
McAfee, Mark
McCarthy, James
Medellin, Anthony

Melgar, Paul
Mendez, Terrance
Meyer, William
Michalec, James
Moe, Timothy
Mohammad, Syeed
Monno, Brian

Morelli, Angela
Moreno, Contessa
Moua, Pheng
Napier, Jeanine
Newhouse, Amy
Nguyen, Uyen
Nieszner, Ann

Nobello, Frederic
Oliver, Gregory
Overton, Lawrence
Peck, Robert
Pendergraast, Kristi
Perez, Domitila
Peterson, Jennifer

Peterson, Katie
Peterson, Rebecca
Potten, Nicole
Reinhardt, Denise
Relitz, Lee
Remmen, Lisa
Rodriguez, Charity

Rodriguez, Charles
Rodriguez, Rebecca
Romo, Sophia
Ronning, Timothy
Rosselet, Charles
Sanchez, Kathryn
Sanders, Michelle

Saunders, Brett
Schussler, Jon
Schulte, Erin
Schussler, Matthew
Schwanz, Jeremy
Senske, Paul
Severson, Justin

34 Sophomores
Class of 1993

Shoals, Eric
Sierra, Mario
Silva, Suzanne
Sistad, Angela
Smith, Lloyd
Som, Eth
Som, Ly
Standley, Shannon
Stauch, Deanna
Stevens, Tanya
Tejeda, Michele
Thao, Chai
Thomas, Tyrone
Thurstin, Meliza

Tonn, Gregory
Totolzintle, Maria
Trevino, Jose
Ueltschi, Sandra
Vang, Cha
Vang, Di
Vang, Kevin

Vang, Pao Choua
Vang, Tong
Vang, Tong Cha
Velander, Brett
Voegng, Chhuong
Walsh, Kelly
Wessel, Jon

Xiong, Bee
Xiong, Dao
Yang, Der
Yang, Tou
Yang, Yer
Yang, Yia
Ysaguirre, Robert
Class of 1994

Alexander, Enrique
Allen, Karen
Allen, Nicole
Anderson, Robert
Areliano, Javier
Baker, Jennifer
Baumgardner, Brian
Beier, Philip
Berg, Kenneth
Borgan, Lidia
Boulos, Matthew
Brown, Amy
Castillo, Nicolas
Castaneda, Antonio
Cerda, Charles
Cha, Ying
Chann, Nhan
Cobb, Amie
Colvin, Marcus
Conlan, Liam
Contreras, Anthony
Cortez, Ilyana
Cradle, James
Cruz, Joanne
Cudihy, Jennifer
Darlington, Melissa
Davis, Aaron
Day, Michelle
DeLao, Jason
Dixon, John
Doane, Alison
Dominguez, Phillip
Doty, Valerie
Drinnin, Michael
Dubois, Christopher
Durant, Crystal
Fiohla, Shellie
Foster, Latorra
Fuentes, Rafael
Garcia, Silverio
Garvie, Vicki
Garza, Andrew
Genz, Christopher
Hall, Randy
Hanggi, Robin
Hartman, Ruth
Hastings, Robert
Hedberg, Daniel
Her, Ge
Hesser, Marie
Ho, Vinh
Horner, Amber
Hottinger, Erin
Hughes, Sarah
Jackson, John
Johnson, Jeffrey
Jones, Jessie
Jorgenson, Damian
Joubert, Eric
Joy, Amy
Klooz, Jason
Koehler, Jose
Kortz, Billie Jo

38 Freshmen
Kong, Fue
Lafountaine, Jeremy
Lafountaine, Telisha
Landaverde, Leticia
Lara, Dionico
Leach, Steven
Livingston, Lizette
Lopez, Deanna
Lopez, Theressa
Lozano, Jacqueline
Luna, Tania
Lynch, Jennifer
Martin, Ameca
Martin, Talaya
Martinez, Vanessa
Matters, Jason
Meade, Christopher
Mendoza, Melissa
Miller, Michael
Minter, Michelle
Misher, Debbie
Moe, Christina
Molina, Lydia
Monte, Jessica
Montanes, Joseph
Murray, Katrina
Nah, Timothy
Ngen, Sar
Ojeda, Judy
Oliver, Kavetresh
Perez, Suralla
Peterson, Melinda
Phan, Phalla
Pittelkow, Kim
Pilful, Angela
Preciado, Rosario
Prisch, Joseph
Przybyszki, Rebecca
Rathwik, Thomas
Reyes, Jennifer
Roach, Jamie
Rodewald, Sara
Rohwer, Damon
Rojaz, Victoria
Romo, Gabriela
Rosales, Angelita
Rueda, Qiana
Ruiz, Angelica
Ryan, Michelle
Savandy, Dara
Schladweiler, Nancy
Schneider, Aaron
Schommer, Kristin
Sierra, Melissa
Silva, Joseph
Smith, Joseph
Snyder, Theodore
Sontoya, Elizabeth
Sontoya, Michael
Soto, Regina
Spert, Melissa
Thurber, Alicia
Torres, Maria

40 8th Grade
Class of 1995

Tototzintle, Richardo
Uribe, Alfred
Vang, Mai
Vang, Malee
Vang, Xeng
Walsh, Shaun
Warling, Sheryl

Warren, Paula
Weldon, Jody
Wheeler, William
White, Peter
Wood, Dallas
Xiong, Tong
Xiong, Vue

Yang, Chao
Yang, Jao
Yang, Kia
Yang, Teng
Yang, True
You, Pheap
Young, Ralph

Zuniga, Vanessa
Class of 1996

Allen, Katy
Alvarado, Juana
Antiel, Elijah
Arrellano, Carlos
Arndt, Erik
Arroyo, Anna
Avilas, Maria

Axtell, Tascha
Belmonte, Richard
Bobick, Eric
Borgen, Paul
Brandt, Crystal
Brema, Laura
Briggs, Richard

Brochman, Cassandra
Buckentin, Daniel
Bunker, Heather
Clairmont, April
Coleman, Jason
Contreras, Shaunna
Cortes, Miguel

Cruz, Maribelle
Cydy, Tom
Darlington, Ira
Diedrich, Nicole
Diego, Jennifer
Dixson, Lewis
Duerr Smith, Marriah

Erickson, Katrina
Fercho, Dennis
Flores, Sarah
Ford, Felicia
Foss, Christopher
Foss, Kashia
Gantzer, Robert

Garcia, Genro
Garcia, Julia
Getchell, Richard
Hallburton, Terrence
Haney, Sarah
Hardy, Gervance
Harnewer, Michelle

Harr, Christy
Hernandez, Ivelisse
Hernandez, Samuel
Hirdler, Monique
Hodge, Willard
Hogan, Douglas
Huerta, Patricia

Jensen, Rachel
Johnson, Heather
Joubert, David
Kingle, Kathy
Knoer, Shawn
LaBelle, Kathleen
LaBelle, Lucita

Landaverde, Armandina
Larsen, Jamie
Larson, Cherish
La Valle, James
Lee, Becky

42 7th Grade
Office Staff-left to right: SHIELDS, GLADYS; ELDREGE, ANNE; MUNTIFERING, SHIELA; HILKER, ANITA; JORDAN, MARY

Cafeteria Staff-Top row, left to right: KNIGHT, DAN; SHEPERD, DEBBIE; MURRAY, TERRI; DITTY, PAULA; CASILLAS, MEGAN; RIEGEL, SANDY. Bottom row: OHMANN, DELORES; LASCH, GEORGETTE; DRAKE, PAT; MYHRE, CAROL

Custodians-left to right: GARIBAY, SHORTY; ALTENDORFER, GEORGE; JACKSON, IVER; RICHIE, KEITH; ROMANI, IRENE.
ADAM, PETER — English
ADAMS, EILEEN — Math/Science
ALES, GARY — Counselor; Boys Soccer Coach; Boys Tennis Coach; Special Friends Advisor; Science Club Advisor
ANDRE, STEPHEN — Special Education/Project Explore

ANDREWS, CHRISTINE — Special Education/Physically Impaired
BELLOWS, BERNADETTE — English
BERG, ROSE — Renzulli Triad Coordinator
BROTT, DANIEL — Science

CARLSON, LANCE — Special Education; Project Explore
CHRISTOPHERSON, REBECCA — Home Economics
DERR, ROBERT — Special Education/Work Exploration
DOOLY, LISA — Student Teacher; Assistant Coach Girls Soccer; Ninth Grade Girls Basketball Coach

DORADO, ELIZABETH — Bilingual
DRESEN, MARY — Special Education/IGLD
EGYHAMI, STEVE — Social Studies; Speech/Debate Coach; Asian Club Advisor
ELIZONDO, STEVEN — Art

GARCIA, MARLYN — Counselor; Girls Tennis Coach
GARCIA, RICHARD — Vocal Music
GARZA, TERESA — PSA; Teachers’ Aide
GASLIN, MARTY — Math; Math League Coach
GEBEKE, JILL — Math; 9th Grade Volleyball Coach; Jr. High Girls' Basketball Coach; Jr. High Volleyball Coach
GESSNER, DEBORAH — Career Counselor
HANSON, KATIE — Writing Project

HARDY, MAJORIE — PSA; Teacher's Aide
HELFRICH, DOUGLAS — Special Education
HILKER, GERALD — Business Education
HILSTAD, REBECCA — French; French Club Advisor; Year Book Staff Advisor

HERRIGES, RICHARD — Educational Assistant
HOPEN, DIANNE — French; French Club Advisor; Senior Class Board Advisor; Coordinator, International Studies and Careers
HOYT, COLLEEN — Regular and Special Education Work Exploration
HUNTER, CHARLENE — Home Economics

JACKSON, BONNIE — Special Education and IMOD
JENSEN, DENNIS — Special Education and Project Explore
JIRIK, BARBARA — Physical Therapy and Physically Impaired
JOHNSON, STUART — Industrial Arts

JUAIRE, DENNIS — ESL
KILLEN, DANIEL — Reading; Driver's Education Instructor
KOLBINGER, NAN — Educational Assistant
LACROIX, JOSEPH — Attendance Specialist; Cross Country Coach
LANGSETH, PHYLLIS — Reading/English
LARKEY, PATRICIA — Instrumental Music

LAVIGNE, MARGARET — Business Education
LEMAY, CHERI — Special Education/PSD
LONGSDORF, CLARE — Science; Athletic Director; Student Council Advisor
MADDEN, JENNIFER — Math/ French; Cheerleading Coach; French Club Advisor

MANNS, MARY — Special Education/Physically Impaired
MCCANN, DEBBIE — EBD Teacher
MCDONOUGH, RALPH — English; Boys Baseball Coach
MCMAHON, STEPHANIE — PSA/Teachers’ Aide

MCMILLAN, PRESTON — Speech Clinician
MEDELLIN, LUCILLE — Pupil Support Assistant
MEHUS, NOEL — Social Studies; Wrestling Coach; Assistant Football Coach; Assistant Badminton Coach
MERGENS, DAVID — Math; Assistant Football Coach

MLEZLVA, MARY — Health Clinic Coordinator; Social Worker
MORAN, MARIA — Educational Assistant
MOUA, XENGPAO — Bilingual Math
MORRISSEY, MICHAEL — Special Education
NIELSEN, ROSEMARIE — Educational Assistant
OLSON, JAMES — Health and Physical Education; Assistant Football Coach

OVERTON, JOAN — Physical Therapy and Physically Impaired
PEREZ, ANN — Bilingual
PERRY, DAVID — Educational Assistant
PETERS, NANCY — Special Education and PSD

PORTIS, CHARLES — Counselor
RANSOM, ALAN — Special Education and Physically Impaired
REIN, THOMAS — Special Education and Project Explore
ROBINSON, RICHARD — Social Studies

RODRIGUEZ, MONICA — Teacher's Aide
SCHROEPFER, DIANE — Science
SEIVEHT, VERONICA — Chemical Health Coordinator
SHAWBOLD, DEAN — Special Education and Work Exploration; Badminton Coach

SHIELDS, MONA — Spanish
SHINN, WENDY — Health Clinic-Medical Assistant
SIBLEY, SUZANNE — Special Education and SLBP
SIQVELAND, LINDA — Nurse
SOUTHWARD, BRUCE — Physical Education
SPARLING, LINDA — Spanish

STOESSEL, CONNIE — Hearing Impaired
STUHLMAN, NELSINE — ESL
SULLIVAN, MICHAEL — Art
TILLER, JANET — Adaptive Physical Education

TORINE - MEIKO, DAWN — Occupational Therapy
TWEETON, MICHAEL — Reading/ English
VANHEUVELN, CHUCK — Project Explore
VASQUEZ, MARCELINA — Educational Assistant

VILLARS, CONWAY — Special Educational
WALKER, KATHLEEN — Special Education/ IGLD
WARREN, WARDELL — Educational Assistant
WELSH, NANCY — English/ Social Studies

YOUNG, JUNE — Counselor
WERT, JACK — Industrial Arts
WILEY, LOU — Physical Education
1. Isn't she cute? (Lisa Albrecht) 2. Hey, this malt is pretty tasty! (Jesse Rosillo) 3. Friends 'til the end. (Uyen Nguyen, Jessica Aviles, and Xiomara Garcia) 4. Michelle Day, looks like she's trying to get a piece of meat from between her teeth. 5. Now these guys really wanted their picture taken. (Thomas Baughn, Trent Caraway, Yeng Vang, and Angela Morrelli) 6. Please take my picture. (Charity Rodriguez) 7. Mr. Marty Gaslin, and his long lost pal, Santa Claus. 8. Alright, at least pretend you're happy. (Chris Herrera) 9. Topako Love and Theresa Smith know Bo Jackson. 10. Was your lunch really that good? (Chrissy Schwartz) 11. Alex Rodriguez hurries to his next class. 12. Angel Hernandez would rather look at a magazine before she eats a school lunch.
ACTIVITIES
Amy, Jodell, and Emmy Do It Again

1. Life Staff left to right: Chris Penninig, Chris Herrera, Jodell Schlussler, Emmy Vadnais, Lisa Alvarado, Tran Nguyen, Cuu Vang, Tiffiianee Patrin, and Advisor Becky Hilstad. Not pictured: Amy Snodgrass, May Lee Xiong, Mao Xiong, Tong Vang, Karen Allen, Amy Brown, Sue Cha, Brenda Matters, and Sarah Haney. 2. Amy Snodgrass expresses her dislike for Friday night deadlines. 3. Emmy Vadnais crops her picture with perfection. 4. Cuu Vang works hard on her deadline. 5. Jodell is this how you really look after a Friday night deadline? (Jodell Schlussler).

There were a few changes in the Life staff this year. For one the new advisor, Becky Hilstad, and for the first time in years the Junior High was involved. Of course there were those dedicated people that returned again this year: Jodell Schlussler, Amy Snodgrass and Emmy Vadnais.

The staff worked many nights on this beautiful book in hopes that the student body would accept it into their own personal collections of high school memories. Throughout the many educational experiences with the yearbook staff the seniors would especially like to thank Ms. Diane Schroepfer, the 1989-90 advisor, for getting us started and keeping us going.
The Arrow staff shrunk in size this year, but was successfully able to complete each and every issue of the Arrow and the Newsletter.

The staff had many new members this year, and will also be losing quite a few due to graduation. A total of seven seniors, one sophomore, and one freshman were important to advisor Mr. Klepperich.

Mr. Klepperich has been an advisor of the Arrow for 14 years. He has done an excellent job of getting the latest news items to each and every one of us in every issue of the Arrow.
"My, My, My," Humboldt's Homecoming 1990

1. Ooh! Look at those buns!(Adam Kruger, Santino Franco, and Chad Barry). 2. "Hey ladies, are those last years Prom garters?" (Cynthia Mancha, Marie Boulos, Sue Leng, Emmy Vadnais, Jodell Schlussler, and Kelly DeCarlo). 3. Adam Kruger applauds as Santino Franco is crowned Humboldt Homecoming King 1990. 4. Humboldt Homecoming Queen Kelly DeCarlo and King Santino Franco. 5. Tiffany Martinez and Matthew Smith announce the candidates. 6. "I can't stop smiling!" (Marie Boulos). 7. After being crowned Homecoming Queen, Kelly DeCarlo receives a hug from candidate Jodell Schlussler. 8. The Humboldt Homecoming Court 1990 from left to right: Chad Barry, Marie Boulos, Teng Xiong, Emmy Vadnais, Phil Reyes, Cynthia Mancha, Queen Kelly DeCarlo, King Santino Franco, Sue Leng, Adam Kruger, Jodell Schlussler, and Tizoc Rosales.
With a Football Victory of 40-20

1. Jodell Schlussler and Emmy Vadnais are two happy campers. 2. The football players run onto the field to defeat Lake Crystal 40-20. 3. "Help! The seniors attacked me!" (Jerad Knutson) 4. Vince DiCosimo's face is stuck in the bowl. 5. Matthew Smith concentrates on the game. 6. Clare Longsdorf and Santino Franco take a long and meaningful stroll across the football field. 7. Rockwell Muck falls asleep while playing his tuba. 8. "Run, 'The Creature from the Black Lagoon' is coming!" (Marie Boulos, Delia Lasch, and Emmy Vadnais). 9. Queen Kelly DeCarlo and King Santino Franco.
The International Studies and Careers program has expanded throughout the last three years. The purpose of the program is to give students as much contact with people and information from other cultures. This year Ryuji Takahashi, the Japanese intern, guest-lectured in all I.S.C. classes about the government, history, and culture of Japan. Humboldt's partnership with South St. Paul High School gave us the opportunity to visit with eight students from the Soviet Union and their teacher and learn more about their culture. Plans for the future include getting all students interested in studying a language and to emphasize a better understanding of other peoples and countries of the world.
The goal of the French Club, as in past years, was for students to learn about France by participating in cultural events. One of these events was the International Dinner, where members served food and danced the cancan. Future plans for the French Club include bringing students from France to Humboldt, and sending our own students to France. This spring four French students, Jodell Schlussler, Mao Xiong, Tiffianee Patrin, and Gina Lanoux went to France and had a cultural experience with their French teacher, Ms. Dianne Hopen.

The 15 members of the Spanish Club had a fulfilling year. The student officers, Tran Nguyen, Alicia Smith, and Tania Stevens helped organize candy and pizza sales. Money from the sales were used to help fund students trips to Mexico. The Spanish Club also participated in the International Dinner. The students wore colorful costumes, served food, sang, and danced.

The newest cultural club at Humboldt was the Asian Club. The purpose of the club is to encourage Asian student’s participation in school activities and to promote leadership. For non-Asian members it brings a new awareness of the Asian culture. In their first year, the club had over 70 members. Student officers were Tou Xiong, Sue Cha, Tong Xiong, and Bao Yang. To raise money for Asian Club, members organized various fundraisers, such as candy sales and the fall dance. The Asian Club members also helped with serving, danced in traditional costumes, and sang at the International Dinner.
The debate team consists of approximately 20 members and is coming on strong. The purpose of this team is to participate in forensic activities and to develop critical thinking skills. Competing in debate tournaments and the Student Congress Competition is something the team looks forward to. Members of the team have competed in various events, such as the Congressional District Bicentennial Competition which was held at the Capitol. While some members participated in the Bicentennial Contest, others took part in an Economic Forum Competition which was held at South St. Paul. As a team they hoped to see an increase in participation in debate and to promote debate in the school curriculum. The team also sponsored a two-day Minnesota Novice and Lincoln/Douglas Debate Tournament that was successfully held at Humboldt.

Though this year's speech team was an informal organization and individuals met regularly, they worked well together with each one doing and participating in his or her own speech activity. There were approximately 30 students and many of them assisted at tournaments during the year and engaged in various social get-togethers. The team has also engaged in district, regional, state, and national competition. In the past 5 years, as individuals, 5 students have been sent to national competition.

Students participated in several service projects. Some of these projects were morning announcements, American Legion, Declamation, and co-sponsorship of the George Merit Speech Tournament.

1. Debate Club, From left to right- First row: Steve Egyhazi, Rick Beckman, Sue Cha, Katie Jirik, Paolee Xiong, Seethong Her, Bee Lee, Mr. Takahashi. Second row: Tina Lemay, Simon Pena, Sue Rodriguez, Mike Boulos. Third row: Bao Yang, Pok Nhean, Leng Vang, Tou Xiong. Fourth row: Topako Love, Adam Kruger, Armando Camacho, Tran Nguyen
This year Special Friends reached over 2,000 people. With advisor Gary Ales, the students performed at Dunedin High Rise, El Rio Vista, Wilder, and the school gym. They danced, sang, and shared treats with the aged, young children, and the handicapped. Mr. Ales will continue with Special Friends as long as there are special people who will participate.

The Junior and Senior Executive Boards worked toward many different types of goals. The Junior Board was again advised by Ms. Sandy Rubenstein, and the Senior Board had the privilege of welcoming back a former advisor, Ms. Dianne Hopen. The two boards worked hard individually, and they also worked well together. Fund-raising took place throughout the whole year on both committees.

Officers for the Senior Board were: President Kelly Decarlo, Vice President Jennifer Gleb, Secretary Jodell Schlussler, and Treasurer Marie Boulos. For the Junior Board President Becky Kinkead, Vice President Cua Vang, Secretary Teresa Reyes, and Treasurer Tou Xiong.

1. The Senior Executive Board left to right: Advisor Dianne Hopen, Marie Boulos, Jodell Schlussler, Tiffianee Patrin, Amy Snodgrass, Christina Austin, Donna Heinl, Kelly DeCarlo, Melissa Alvarado, Jennifer Gleb, Tizoc Rosales, Adam Kruger, and Jeremy LeFebvre. 2. Senior Class Officers: Kelly DeCarlo, Jennifer Gleb, Jodell Schlussler, and Marie Boulos. 3. Junior Class first row left to right: Christine Schwartz, Ana Rojas, Topako Love, Andrea Tejeda. Second row left to right: Advisor Sandy Rubenstein, Michael Sticha, Shelly Dow, Lucia Lozano, Melissa Mendez. Third row left to right: Simone Vasquez, Delores Bryand. Forth row left to right: Kimberly Hansen, Rebecca Kinkead, Cua Vang, Tou Xiong. Fifth row left to right: Jessica Grey, Calvin Mickel, Sue Cha, Tran Nguyen, and Samantha Chhem.
Student Councils Increase Participation

1. Senior High Student Council. 1st row I to r: Jodell Schlussler, Jenny Gleb, Matthew Smith, and Marie Boulos. 2nd row I to r: Emmy Vadnais, Amy Snodgrass, Kelly DeCarlo, Christina Austin, and Juan Trejo. 3rd row I to r: Jessica Grey, and Tiffianee Patrin. 4th row I to r: Jeremy Lefebvre, Calvin Mickel, Phil Dominguez, and Xiomara Garcia. 5th row I to r: Tonja Miller, Chad Barry, and Jessica Aviles. 6th row I to r: Adam Kruger, Barbie Pluff, Tizoc Rosales, and Cua Vang. 7th row I to r: Jeff Gunness, Mary Schmidt, Phil Reyes, Mike Sticha, and Jenny Birkholz. 8th row I to r: Lisa Alvarado, Ana Rojas, Teresa Reyes, and Jeremy Walker. 9th row I to r: Theresa Smith, Sheila Gonzagowski, and Della Lasch. 10th row I to r: Jon Wessel, Mario Sierra, Maia Luna, and Mark Rauer. 11th row I to r: Michelle Tejeda, Topako Love, Veronica Herman, Shane Nowak, and Chrissy Schwartz. 12th row I to r: Ric Nobello, Isaac Contreras, Lidia Borgan, Dena Rueda, and Katie Danner. 13th row I to r: Tony Medellin, Jim Michalec Vanessa Cruz, Shelly Dow, and Marcus Colvin.

2. Senior High Officers: Jeremy Lefebvre, Jodell Schlussler, Jennifer Gleb, Matthew Smith, and Marie Boulos. 3. Due to complications, the staff was unable to obtain the names of the people in the Junior High Student Council.

The main goal of the student councils this past year was to increase student participation. The two groups asked for more input from students on dances, the seven period day, and many other student activities.

Mr. Clare Longsdorf was the advisor of the Senior High Student Council, and Ms. Sandy Rubenstein was the advisor of the Junior High Student Council. Fund-raising took place throughout the year on both committees, and many of their goals were met by raising their own funds.
1. Mike Sticha, Shane Nowak, Calvin Mickel, and Curt LaValle patiently wait to get the coronation over with. 2. 1991 Sno-Daze King and Queen, Matt Smith and Dawn Wendel. 3. Vicki Garcia is congratulated by Erin Jorgenson and Chad Barry. 4. Sophia Romo and John Wessel look like an odd pair. 5. Cua Vang and Tou Xiong make the best of the Sno-Daze Coronation. 6. Teresa Reyes gets an extra hand from Adam Kruger. 7. Steve Trevino gets a handshake from Javier Trejo. 8. Carrie Rickel, Kristy Otte, and Delia Lasch wait to be announced to the crowd. 9. It looks like Veronica Herman really doesn’t want to be here. 10. Don’t they look cute? (Connie Rickel & Tomas Silva) 11. Alex, do you really want to go through with this? (Eleta Pierce & Alex Henly).
Girls Improved Greatly As A Team

"Overall, the team had a good season." - Coach Holmgren

The girls' varsity volleyball team finished the season with a record of 5 wins and 7 losses in the Conference. Kelly DeCarlo was elected All-Conference for the team, and Topako Love received Honorable Mention.

1. Teresa Reyes keeps her eye on the ball as she sets up to Marie Boulos, who gets ready to spike. 2. Topako Love blocks the ball before the opposition has a chance to hit the ball over. 3. Call it! Kelly DeCarlo and Teresa Reyes.

Front row, left to right: Samantha Chhem, Ananda Henly, Tiffany Martinez, Kelly DeCarlo, and Teresa Reyes. Second row: Marie Boulos, Mary Schmidt, Coach Amy Holmgren, Topako Love, and Ana Rojas.
"The girls have high potential for next year." - Coach Hodge

The girls swim team started out the year with fifteen girls and by the end of the season they only had nine. The girls worked as hard as they could, with Tanya Luna as their captain. They had to work harder than usual because the team was mostly made up of seventh and eighth graders swimming on a varsity team against tenth through twelfth graders.

1. Left to right: Theodosia Love, Kelly Reed, and Sarah Haney On your mark! Get set! GO! 2. Sarah Flores swimming for the win. 3. Lizette Holman doing the butterfly. 4. Gina Gilson off the blocks. 5. Bridget Torland butterflying her heart off. 6. Rachel Jenson the teams only diver.

Top row, left to right: Rachel Jenson, Bridget Torland, Tania Luna, Sarah Flores, Brenda Matters. Bottom row, left to right: Lizette Holman, Marebelle Cruz, Kelly Reed, Theodosia Love, Monique Hirdler, Sarah Haney, Gina Gilson, and Coach Paul Hodge.
The team had a lot of most improved swimmers.

The boys swim team had a small team and was unable to win all of their meets. Instead, each swimmer tried to accomplish his own goal set for himself. Many of them were able to do so. With encouragement from the captains, Juan Trejo and David Kline, the team improved greatly and should be even better next year. The highest honor any Humboldt Swimmer has ever achieved is to qualify for Sections. This year the following swimmers have qualified, which was the most ever in the past thirteen years: Javier Trejo, Justin Severson, Juan Trejo, David Kline, and Jim Michalec.

1. Javier Trejo, going for the win. 2. Juan Trejo, racing to the finish. 3. David Kline, diving beautifully. 4. Adrian Contreras, doing the back stroke. 5. Mystery Man, doing a great butterfly. 6. Jose Rivera, getting ready to dive.

Top row, left to right: Brian Wetzel, Jose Rivera, Antonio Contreras, Phillip Dominguez, Javier Trejo, Jeremy LaFountaine. Bottom row, left to right: David Kline, Juan Trejo, Chris Herrera, Adrian Contreras, Matt Schussler, Justin Severson. Swimmers not in picture: Jim Michalec, Mark Michalec, Jeff Seiber, Jeremy LeFebvre.
B and C Squads

Hoop It Up!

"The seniors were excellent, and will be missed next year."

The girls' basketball team had a great season as far as using good sportsmanship and good teamwork. The team had a few wins on their record that they worked hard to achieve. Leading scorers for the team were Marie Boulos, Nikki Cook, and Mary Schmidt.

Left to right: Coach Jill Gebeke, Nicole Potten, Marie Boulos, Tonja Miller, Nikki Cook, Mary Schmidt, Carrie Rickel, Andrea Tejeda, Teresa Reyes, Asst. Coach Denise Varland, and Asst. Coach Lisa Dooley
Wrestlers Work For Wins

Wrestling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>47</td>
<td>Minnetonka</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>St. Thomas Academy</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Goodhue</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>River Falls</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>Park-Cottage Grove</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Cretin Derham Hall</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Henry Sibley</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Robbinsdale Armstrong</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Minnetonka</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Highland Park</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Como Park</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both Individually And As A Team

“Losing experienced wrestlers to graduation will be tough but, we have a nucleus of young wrestlers to rebuild the team around.” - Noel Mehus

The wrestling team finished the season with a record of 7 wins and 9 losses. To get the wins, the team had to work very hard, not only as a team, but also individually. The team had a lot of strength in the lower weights, but had trouble getting points in the heavy weights.

The season started out very strong with the team winning several matches in a row. After the first of the year the team was plagued with injuries, causing the team not to have a full line up.

1. Joel Horner checks the time before getting the pin. 2. Tizoc Rosales tangles up his man. 3. Isaac Contreras has no mercy for his opponents. 4. Dennis Mishler is determined to finish off his rival. 5. John Dixon sizes up his opponent. 6. Jose Trevino sets up for one of his many pins. 7. Steve Trevino sets up for a takedown. 8. Jose Trevino wraps up his opponent. 9. Tizoc Rosales sends a message to his opponent in more ways than one.
Ninth Grade and J.V. Team and Coaches

"The boys used a lot of teamwork in all of their games."

The basketball team consisted of four seniors, one junior, and four sophomores. For once, an athletic team at Humboldt, can afford to lose the seniors, because there will be enough sophomores to keep the team from having a losing season.

The team had lost Matt Smith early in the season to an injury, but were happy to get him back in action. Simon Jungbauer, a key player, hurt his knee after a few games, but the team anxiously awaited his return.

1. Shanon Capers gets another two points. 2. Jon Wessel goes for the three pointer. 3. Count it! (Matt Smith) 4. Jason Custard keeps a tight grip on the ball. 5. Chad, what am I going to do, I forgot. (Scott Ecker and Chad Barry) 6. Scott Ecker and Shanon Capers stuff their opponent, as Jon Schlussler and Shane Nowak wait for the rebound.

Front row, left to right: Jon Schlussler, Matt Smith, Shane Nowak, Scott Ecker, and Chad Barry. Back row: Mario Sierra, Shanon Capers, Jon Wessel, Jason Custard, and Coach Steve Elizondo.
Young Hockey Team

1. West Side Hockey Arena, Home of the Humboldt Indians. 2. Tim Moe sneaks away for a goal. 3. Tim Moe on the breakaway. 4. Pete Estrada keeps his eye on the puck. 5. Mike Sontoya shows some of his quick moves to the opponent. 6. Jose Cardenas fights off all defenders. 7. Bill Meyer reaches for a save. 8. Brad Holzem goes for the goal. 9. The puck stops here! (#2 Phil Neisen, Bill Meyer, and #14 Jose Cardenas).
Survives Varsity Competition

"The young players deserve a lot of credit for sticking with the team, and keeping Humboldt in hockey competition." - Jodell Schlussler

The hockey team consisted of quite a few 9th and 10th graders, one 11th grader, and one senior. With such a young team, not accustomed to the hard hitting and fast pace of the varsity team, they were not able to win a lot of games. The varsity team may not have won each game, but they were there, giving it their best shot, trying to score as many points as possible. Leading scorers for the team were senior Pete Estrada, junior John Florez, sophomore Tim Moe, and eighth grader Mike Sontoya.

1. Let the games begin! 2. Tim Moe gets a high five from Greg Tonn. 3. You can’t touch this! (Pete Estrada) 4. Brett Velander and Bill Meyer defend their net.

*I-N-D-I-A-N-S! That's The


Way We Spell Success!


"These kids are winners!"
-Phillip Thorson

The Junior High boys’ soccer team had a good year with 3 wins and 5 losses. The co-captains, who helped the team through the year, were Fue Kong and Joe Montantes. The soccer team could not have won without their most valuable players: Chue Vang, Fue Kong, and Jao Yang. The team did well and is preparing for the future.

The Junior High girls soccer team is young but improving. The team was 2 to 5 players short but they never gave up. They received more compliments from opposing coaches and players than any other team. Coach Thorson said, “Victory on the field may have eluded us but these kids are winners.” The most valuable player was Chao Yang and the most improved player was Phalla Pham. The girls were rewarded for their effort with a year-end party.
"These players are going to go far."

It was a year of improvement for the Junior High Wrestling team, especially for the eighth graders who were involved in their second year. The only criticism of the year was that there weren't enough boys to try out for the team. Coach Southward has helped the boys as much as possible with encouraging words during the matches. The co-captains were Jim Ellis, Dung Nguyen and Joe Smith and the most valuable player was Dung Nguyen.

This year the Junior High Girls' Basketball team had a great year, having more wins than losses. The team could not have won without the most valuable players: April Clairmont, Michelle Ryan, and Jenny Lynch. The girls said they really improved from last year. The most improved players were Theo Love, Lizette Holman, and Michelle Ryan. The coach helped players on and off the court. The team is excited about next year with all the improvements they have made this year. For all the girls' hard work they were rewarded with a year-end party.
Teenagers Make The World Go Round

1. John Kapoun stops flirting long enough to get his picture taken. 2. Mao Xiong, Shirley Ebensteiner, and Ratha Khem work together on a Physics lab. 3. John Belmares pretends to be working, when he is actually looking at a magazine. 4. Laura Bremel gives Jason Matters a hand at the International Studies dinner. 5. Billie Jo Kortz, Lizette Holman, Amy Cobb, Theo Love, Sara Lozano, and Joe Prelgo stop doing their work to pose for a picture in French class. 6. Pilar De la Torre shows off her Buche de Noel. 7. Damian Jorgenson and Dan Hedberg are standing around doing nothing. 8. Sophomore students decorate their hallway for HHS week. 9. Mary Schmidt shows us her crabby look.
Girls Improved Greatly As A Team

"Overall, the team had a good season." - Coach Holmgren

The girls' varsity volleyball team finished the season with a record of 5 wins and 7 losses in the Conference. Kelly DeCarlo was elected All-Conference for the team, and Topako Love received Honorable Mention.

Teresa Reyes keeps her eye on the ball as she sets up to Marie Boulos, who gets ready to spike. 2. Topako Love blocks the ball before the position has a chance to hit the ball over. 3. All in! Kelly DeCarlo and Teresa Reyes.

Front row, left to right: Samantha Chhem, Ananda Henly, Tiffany Martinez, Kelly DeCarlo, and Teresa Reyes. Second row: Marie Boulos, Mary Schmidt, Coach Amy Holmgren, Topako Love, and Ana Rojas.
Junior High Girls Swim For Varsity

"The girls have high potential for next year." -Coach Hodge

The girls swim team started out the year with fifteen girls and by the end of the season they only had nine. The girls worked as hard as they could, with Tanya Luna as their captain. They had to work harder than usual because the team was mostly made up of seventh and eighth graders swimming on a varsity team against tenth through twelfth graders.

1. Left to right: Theodosia Love, Kelly Reed, and Sarah Haney On your mark! Get set! GO! 2. Sarah Flores swimming for the win. 3. Lizette Holman doing the butterfly. 4. Gina Gilson off the blocks. 5. Bridget Torland butterflying her heart off. 6. Rachel Jenson the teams only diver.

Top row, left to right: Rachel Jenson, Bridget Torland, Tania Luna, Sarah Flores, Brenda Matters. Bottom row, left to right: Lizette Holman, Marebelle Cruz, Kelly Reed, Theodosia Love, Monique Hirdler, Sarah Haney, Gina Gilson, and Coach Paul Hodge.
"The team had a lot of most improved swimmers."

The boys swim team had a small team and was unable to win all of their meets. Instead, each swimmer tried to accomplish his own goal set for himself. Many of them were able to do so. With encouragement from the captains, Juan Trejo and David Kline, the team improved greatly and should be even better next year. The highest honor any Humboldt Swimmer has ever achieved is to qualify for Sections. This year the following swimmers have qualified, which was the most ever in the past thirteen years: Javier Trejo, Justin Severson, Juan Trejo, David Kline, and Jim Michalec.

1. Javier Trejo, going for the win. 2. Juan Trejo, racing to the finish. 3. David Kline, diving beautifully. 4. Adrian Contreras, doing the backstroke. 5. Mystery Man, doing a great butterfly. 6. Jose Rivera, getting ready to dive.

Top row, left to right: Brian Wetzel, Jose Rivera, Antonio Contreras, Phillip Dominguez, Javier Trejo, Jeremy LaFountaine. Bottom row, left to right: David Kline, Juan Trejo, Chris Herrera, Adrian Contreras, Matt Schussler, Justin Severson. Swimmers not in picture: Jim Michalec, Mark Michalec, Jeff Seiber, Jeremy LeFebvre.
B and C Squads

Hoop It Up!

"The seniors were excellent, and will be missed next year."

The girls’ basketball team had a great season as far as using good sportsmanship and good teamwork. The team had a few wins on their record that they worked hard to achieve. Leading scorers for the team were Marie Boulos, Nikki Cook, and Mary Schmidt.

1. Mary Schmidt dribbles up the court.
2. Teresa Reyes hopes for a basket.
3. Andrea Tejeda gets two points on a lay-up.
4. I got it! (Mary Schmidt, Nikki Cook, and Tonja Miller)
5. Tonja Miller blocks a shot.
6. Nikki Cook will shoot for a basket any chance she gets.

Left to right: Coach Jill Gebeke, Nicole Potten, Marie Boulos, Tonja Miller, Nikki Cook, Mary Schmidt, Carrie Rickel, Andrea Tejeda, Teresa Reyes, Asst. Coach Denise Varland, and Asst. Coach Lisa Dooley.
Wrestlers Work For Wins

HHS
47 Minnetonka 21
50 St. Thomas Academy 20
52 Central 24
41 Harding 27
13 Goodhue 55
17 River Falls 44
42 Park-Cottage Grove 28
23 Central 24
23 Cretin Derham Hall 39
27 Henry Sibley 26
29 Johnson 39
18 Robbinsdale Armstrong 43
30 Minnetonka 37
27 Johnson 34
18 Highland Park 52
12 Como Park 52
Both Individually And As A Team

"Losing experienced wrestlers to graduation will be tough but, we have a nucleus of young wrestlers to rebuild the team around." - Noel Mehus

The wrestling team finished the season with a record of 7 wins and 9 losses. To get the wins, the team had to work very hard, not only as a team, but also individually. The team had a lot of strength in the lower weights, but had trouble getting points in the heavy weights.

The season started out very strong with the team winning several matches in a row. After the first of the year the team was plagued with injuries, causing the team not to have a full line up.

1. Joel Horner checks the time before getting the pin. 2. Tizoc Rosales tangles up his man. 3. Isaac Contreras has no mercy for his opponents. 4. Dennis Mishler is determined to finish off his rival. 5. John Dixon sizes up his opponent. 6. Jose Trevino sets up for one of his many pins. 7. Steve Trevino sets up for a takedown. 8. Jose Trevino wraps up his opponent. 9. Tizoc Rosales sends a message to his opponent in more ways than one.

Sophomores Work Wonders With Seniors

"The boys used a lot of teamwork in all of their games."

The basketball team consisted of four seniors, one junior, and four sophomores. For once, an athletic team at Humboldt, can afford to lose the seniors, because there will be enough sophomores to keep the team from having a losing season.

The team had lost Matt Smith early in the season to an injury, but were happy to get him back in action. Simon Jungbauer, a key player, hurt his knee after a few games, but the team anxiously awaited his return.

1. Shanon Capers gets another two points. 2. Jon Wessel goes for the three pointer. 3. Count it! (Matt Smith) 4. Jason Custard keeps a tight grip on the ball. 5. Chad, what am I going to do, I forgot. (Scott Ecker and Chad Barry) 6. Scott Ecker and Shanon Capers stuff their opponent, as Jon Schlussler and Shane Nowak wait for the rebound.

Front row, left to right: Jon Schlussler, Matt Smith, Shane Nowak, Scott Ecker, and Chad Barry. Back row: Mario Sierra, Shanon Capers, Jon Wessel, Jason Custard, and Coach Steve Elizondo.
Young Hockey Team

1. West Side Hockey Arena, Home of the Humboldt Indians. 2. Tim Moe sneaks away for a goal. 3. Tim Moe on the breakaway. 4. Pete Estrada keeps his eye on the puck. 5. Mike Sontoya shows some of his quick moves to the opponent. 6. Jose Cardenas fights off all defenders. 7. Bill Meyer reaches for a save. 8. Brad Holzem goes for the goal. 9. The puck stops here! (#2 Phil Neisen, Bill Meyer, and #14 Jose Cardenas).
"The young players deserve a lot of credit for sticking with the team, and keeping Humboldt in hockey competition." - Jodell Schlussler

The hockey team consisted of quite a few 9th and 10th graders, one 11th grader, and one senior. With such a young team, not accustomed to the hard hitting and fast pace of the varsity team, they were not able to win a lot of games. The varsity team may not have won each game, but they were there, giving it their best shot, trying to score as many points as possible. Leading scorers for the team were senior Pete Estrada, junior John Florez, sophomore Tim Moe, and eighth grader Mike Sontoya.

1. Let the games begin! 2. Tim Moe gets a high five from Greg Tonn. 3. You can't touch this! (Pete Estrada) 4. Brett Velander and Bill Meyer defend their net.

Way We Spell Success!


"These kids are winners!"
- Phillip Thorson

The Junior High boys' soccer team had a good year with 3 wins and 5 losses. The co-captains, who helped the team through the year, were Fue Kong and Joe Montantes. The soccer team could not have won without their most valuable players: Chue Vang, Fue Kong, and Jao Yang. The team did well and is preparing for the future.

The Junior High girls soccer team is young but improving. The team was 2 to 5 players short but they never gave up. They received more compliments from opposing coaches and players than any other team. Coach Thorson said, "Victory on the field may have eluded us but these kids are winners." The most valuable player was Chao Yang and the most improved player was Phalla Pham. The girls were rewarded for their effort with a year-end party.

"These players are going to go far."

It was a year of improvement for the Junior High Wrestling team, especially for the eighth graders who were involved in their second year. The only criticism of the year was that there weren't enough boys to try out for the team. Coach Southward has helped the boys as much as possible with encouraging words during the matches. The co-captains were Jim Ellis, Dung Nguyen and Joe Smith and the most valuable player was Dung Nguyen.

This year the Junior High Girls' Basketball team had a great year, having more wins than losses. The team could not have won without the most valuable players: April Clairmont, Michelle Ryan, and Jenny Lynch. The girls said they really improved from last year. The most improved players were Theo Love, Lizette Holman, and Michelle Ryan. The coach helped players on and off the court. The team is excited about next year with all the improvements they have made this year. For all the girls' hard work they were rewarded with a year-end party.
Teenagers Make The World Go Round

1. John Kapoun stops flirting long enough to get his picture taken. 2. Mao Xiong, Shirley Ebensteiner, and Ratha Khem work together on a Physics lab. 3. John Belmares pretends to be working, when he is actually looking at a magazine. 4. Laura Bremel gives Jason Matters a hand at the International Studies dinner. 5. Billie Jo Kortz, Lizette Holman, Amy Cobb, Theo Love, Sara Lozano, and Joe Prelgo stop doing their work to pose for a picture in French class. 6. Pilar De la Torre shows off her Buche de Noel. 7. Damian Jorgenson and Dan Hedberg are standing around doing nothing. 8. Sophomore students decorate their hallway for HHS week. 9. Mary Schmidt shows us her crabby look.
While Going Through Life, We Come Upon

This is the final memoir for the school year 1990-1991. As we are going through life, we will look upon this book and laugh and cry for our own special reasons. Each of us holds our own special memories and thoughts about this past year and about Humboldt, the home of the *Indians. Many of these memories are preserved in this book, but many we hold in our own mind. By looking through this book, we hope that your memories will come alive again.

1. Javier Trejo cheers the football team on to a victory. 2. M.C. Hammer, oh, I mean Marcus Colvin. 3. Di Vang works diligently on her homework. 4. Two of Humboldt’s favorite cheerleaders: Crystal Kowarsch and Michelle Day. 5. For some unknown reason, Jenny Gleb finds Tizoc Rosales funny. 6. Mai Neng Vang and Sue Cha dance at the International Studies Dinner. 7. Justin Severson holds the lockers up. 8. Marie Boulos and Jodell Schlussler show off goods collected from HHS week. 9. The Men’s Club: John Belmares, John Dixon, Liam Conlan, Mike Gleb, Bill Meyer, Mario Martinez, Justin Severson, Danne Maxson, and Jose Cardenas.
A LOOK ALL OUR OWN 1991
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THE JOURNEY of 1000 miles begins with one step.
We've walked so far together,
We've grown so very close.
The Memories we've shared will stay with us always.
As we take the steps through life, we will cherish the times spent with each other.
And our goodbyes will not be forever.
— Marie Boulos, Kelly DeCarlo, Jodell Schlussler
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Xiong, Dao 10 35
Xiong, May Lee 9 38, 61, 66, 67, 76
XIONG, MOSLAIS MICHELE 12 3, 20, 25, 27, 67, 76, 96
Xiong, Paolee 11 31, 60, 67
Xiong, Tong 08 41
Xiong, Tong 11 31, 58, 60
Xiong, Tou 11 31, 58, 60, 61, 62, 64
XIONG, TOU TENG 12 20, 25, 56
Xiong, Vue 8 41

Y

Yang, Bao 11 3, 31, 58, 60
Yang, Chao 8 41, 69, 94
Yang, Der 10 35
Yang, Fong 9 38

Yang, Jao 8 41
Yang, Ka Ying 07 44, 67, 68
Yang, Kia 8 41
Yang, Koua 11 31
Yang, Lee 11 31
Yang, May Thao 11 32
Yang, Pao 07 44
Yang, Pheng 08 68
Yang, Teng 8 41
Yang, Tou 07 44
Yang, Tou 10 35, 78
Yang, True 8 41, 68
Yang, Yer 10 35, 38, 78
Yang, Yia 10 35
Yang, You Meng 11 32
Yaritz, Deanna 9 38
Yem, Thy 9 38
You, Chong 07 44
You, Lang 11 32, 76
You, Pheap 8 41
Young, Jennifer 11 32
YOUNG, JUNE 51
Young, Ralph 8 41, 95
Ysaguirre, Robert 10 35, 88

Z

ZAFKE, GREG 12 20
ZAMBRANO, CHRISTINA T. 12 20, 25
Zambrano, Maria 11 32
Zigan, Jason 11 32
ZSCHOKKE, LAURIE 12 20
Zuniga, Vanessa 8 41
LIFE

A Look All
Our Own!

A product of the Journalism Department at Humboldt Junior-Senior High School, 30 East Baker Street, Saint Paul, Minnesota 55107

*The Indian symbol used by the Humboldt Secondary Complex represents the school's diversity and respect for all cultures. Racist comments will be penalized.-Standards for the use of the Indian symbol at Humboldt Secondary Complex.
The Class of 1991 took their final step together on June 3, 1991. One hundred and thirty-one students received their diplomas. The ceremony took place at Roy Wilkins Auditorium in the St. Paul Civic Center at 5:30 p.m.

President of the Senior Class, Kelly DeCarlo, was the ceremonies leader. Melissa Alvarado and Jennifer Gleb led both the graduates and the crowd in the Pledge of Allegiance. Emmy Vadnais and Tizoc Rosales gave the invocation. Dr. David Bennett, Superintendent of the St. Paul Schools, gave the greetings from the Administration, and Mr. Bill Carlson, School Board Director, gave the greetings from the School Board. Garret Povar and Amy Snodgrass presented Mr. Leonard Levine with the 1991 Hall of Fame Award. Mr. Levine is a 1956 graduate of Humboldt and is the President of Leonard Levine and Associates. Valedictorians, Marie Boulos and Mao Xiong, read the Student Address. Mr. John Ettlinger, Principal, presented the Class of 1991 to School Board Director, Ms. Becky Montgomery, who gave the acceptance of the class. Jeremy Lefebvre and Jodell Schlussler introduced the graduates. Ms. Becky Montgomery and Mr. Bill Carlson conferred the diplomas and the Humboldt Concert Band ended the ceremony by playing “Fanfare and Recessional.” Ms. Dianne Hopen, was the Senior Class Advisor.
Their Final Step Together

"The Foreigner" Is A Hit!

The spring play, "The Foreigner," was a success. The cast and crew of fifteen presented the story of a shy, nervous man who comes to a Southern inn for vacation and pretends he is a foreigner to avoid conversation. Many amusing and interesting situations arise as a result. The play was directed by Miss Linda Sparling.

1. Jodell Schlussler and Randy Byrne take a stroll for the grand march. 2. Andrea Tejeda and Jose Cardenas get close just for a picture. 3. Becky Peterson happily poses for the camera. 4. Brian Rowen and Teresa Reyes look so happy together. 5. Tizoc Rosales finds something to laugh at — that his date Tonja Miller doesn’t. 6. Georgia Hottinger and Matt Smith make their third prom together. 7. Can you believe Michelle Tejeda and Isaac Contreras held the same smile all night? 8. Garret Povar and Brian Hogan have a good time even without their dates.

Over fifty couples attended the 1991 prom. The event was held on Saturday, May 18th, from 8:00 p.m. until 12:00 p.m. The Grand March started promptly at 10:00 p.m. The Northstar Ballroom, located on the University of Minnesota campus, is where everything took place at a cost of $40 per couple. “Here and Now” was the theme song, and seniors Lenia Salas and Jason Custard were this year’s Prom King and Queen, having received the most votes of those couples in attendance.

Seniors and juniors worked together under the direction of Ms. Sandy Rubenstein to make the event happen.
Talent Works In Two Ways

1. "Nasty girl," Rosa Fisher, does a nasty dance. 2. Chorus participants sing their way to the top. (Back row, left to right: Mai Vang, See Vang, and Chao Vang. Middle row: Tania Luna, Kanesha Murphy, and Angela Sistad. Front row: Amy Glee, Malee Yang, and Meliza Thuratin.) 3. Yadira Garcia does her own version of "The New Kids On The Block." 4. Shirley Ebensteiner sings with all of her heart and soul.

The purpose of the National Honor Society is to honor students who display scholarship, service, leadership, and character as positive goals. To be honored, students need to have a 3.0 grade average or better and must be recommended by at least three teachers, advisors, or coaches.

There were a total of 31 members in this year's Honor Society. Many of the members met after school on Mondays to plan for the annual banquet, held on April 28th at the Cherokee Sirloin Room. Candy was sold to pay for the banquet, at which both students and parents were honored. Members received a pin and certificate. Officers were: Mao Xiong, president; Juan Trejo, vice president; Cua Vang, secretary; and Sue Leng, treasurer.

1st row, left to right: Sue Leng, Cua Vang, Sue Cha, Nga Nguyen, Ms. Mona Shields. 2nd row: Mao Xiong, Bao Yang, Pao Lee Xiong, and Teng Xiong. 3rd row: Tou Xiong, Leng Vang, See Thong Her. 4th row: Matt Smith, Marie Boulou, Shane Nowak, Kelly DeCarlo, Tran Nguyen, Tiffianee Patrin, Beth Banks, and Garret Povar. 5th row: Amy Snodgrass, Bora Leng, Lenia Salas, Jeremy LeFebvre, Jodell Schlussler, and Juan Trejo.
J.V. Teams Strive For A Higher Goal


Bottom row, left to right: Elisa Hernandez, Ana Rojas, Jaime Tonn, Becky Peterson, Melissa Mendez, Sophia Romo. Back row, left to right: Coach Sheree Nowak, Michelle Tejeda, Alicia Smith, Jenny Cuddihy, Delia Lash, Nicole Potten, Wanda Ramirez.
"Overall, we had a great season, the girls did a super job!"

For the 1991 softball season, Humboldt finished with a Conference record of four wins and eight losses and an overall record of six wins and eleven losses. The wins were over Minneapolis Edison, Pine City, and two wins each over St. Paul Central and Como Park.

The team's most valuable players were, defensively, short stop Kelly DeCarlo, and, offensively, Topako Love with three homeruns. This season, Marie Boulos was the *Indians* only pitcher with varsity experience.

1. Marie Boulos winds up for another strike. 2. Hurry up, throw the ball I'll get her out! (Kelly DeCarlo) 3. With every good pitcher, comes a good catcher! (Andree Tejeda)
1. Jon Wessel gets ready to make the winning run. 2. Jose Cardenas makes another double. 3. Matt Smith and Jose Cardenas use team work to get the guy out at second. 4. Shane Nowak uses all of his strength to strike the batter out.

Front row, left to right: Shane Nowak, Scott Ecker, Jose Mendoza, Chad Barry, Diego DeLao, Mark Bougie, and Manager Mac Shapland. Back row: Coach Tom Kranz, Matt Smith, Phil Reyes, Bill Meyer, Jon Wessel, Jose Cardenas, Mike Sticha, and Coach Ralph McDonough.
"This season was a building season for both golf teams."

All of the players were new to the sport. If it hadn’t been for the extreme cold season, the teams would have enjoyed the season a little bit more. Both teams had a lot of fun after the weather got warm, and they learned a lot about golf. The big event of the season for the girls, was a win over St. Paul Central for the first win of the season.

1. Erik Solheid puts his best put forward. 2. Michelle Day aims for a hole-in-one!

Badminton Girls Win 8 Outta 10!

"... with our high spirits and hard work, we won 8 games!"

The girl’s badminton team had a terrific season with 15 returning players and 7 new ones. Everyone was happy with the results this year after going to the practices everyday. Coached by Mr. Dean Shawbold and Mr. Noel Mehus, the girls beat Como, Harding, Highland, and Central. With only one senior on the team this year, Coach Shawbold feels they will be at an advantage next year when all the players return.

1. Watch the birdie! Debbie Mishler. 2. Another powerful smash by Moslais Xiong. 3. Hey Phaline, what are you hitting at? The birdie’s in your hand. 4. Hurry May Lee! Don’t miss that birdie!

Left to right, top row: Assistant Coach Noel Mehus, May Lee Xiong, Phaline Som, Der Yang, Malee Yang, Phalla Phan, Mai Yang, Coach Dean Shawbold. Middle row: May Tong Cha, Tong Xiong, Zong Thor, Tong Vang, Ger Lor, Chao Yang, Nancy Schladwellier. Bottom row: Cua Yang, Moslais Xiong, Bao Yang, Sue Cha, Jennifer Birkholz, Debbie Mishler, Andrea Emerson, Kristin Schommer.
Boys Tennis Beats All Odds

“We got better each week and improved our skills and shots.”

It was a fantastic season for the boys’ tennis team. In fact, it was the best in ten years. The team started with three consecutive wins and finished with three consecutive wins. They finished with two wins over Como, and in the play-offs they beat Johnson. The boys finished the season 5th in the conference. Tou Xiong was selected All Conference, and making Honorable Mention were Pao Xiong, Leng Vang and Youmeng Yang. Coach Ales said, “We look forward to even better tennis next year. We thank all the students, parents, and staff who supported us this year.”

1. Are you mad about missing the ball, Pao? 2. Hit that ball before it hits you, Kou Lee. 3. “Get ready for a smash!” shouts Ge Her. 4. Nang Yang attempts to return a great serve. 5. Good going Damian! Right in the nick of time! Damian Jorgenson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS</th>
<th>Opponent</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Patrick Henry</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>St. Agnes/Bernards</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>North High</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Highland</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Central</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Harding</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Cretin/Derham Hall</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Como</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Como</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Johnson</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Left to right, top row: Mike Boulos, Paul Swett, Mickey Totozintle, Chris Genz, Kou Lee, Youmeng Yang, Coach Gary Ales. Middle row: Pao Lee Xiong, Leng Vang, Ying Cha, Damian Jorgenson, Youa Yang. Front row: Neng Vang, Tou Xiong, Nhia Thao, Vaina Yang, Carter Xiong, Ge Her.
The Track Team Races On

“We have so much talent in our team that all we have to do is work to improve it.” - David Mergens

With the help of the co-captains, Duane Leith, Sam Chhem, and Dawn Wendel, the team had excellent performance in all their meets. The team needed more athletes to score better as a team, however. Most of the members were first-time track athletes, and many improved greatly over the season.

1. Uyen Nguyen tries to break a school record. 2. Becky Labbit uses all of her power to make it over the pole. 3. Burt Hernandez shows his nasty face. 4. Melissa Sierra uses all her force to throw the discus.

Strike, Swish, Foul Ball, 2 Points

Front row, left to right: Simon Buck, Dayen Alayon, Antonio Herrera, Brent Dupre, Jerry Meiger, Brian Wetzel, and Jesse Tejeda. Back row: Assistant Coach Alex Martinez, Manager Joe Silva, Ricardo Totozintle, Bryan Bortz, Alex Santiago, Mike Sontoya, Jason Matters, and Coach Dan Killen.

Homerun, Pop Fly, Out


We're sorry . . . The Yearbook Staff would like to take this opportunity to give our apologies to the 1990-91 Adapted Hockey Team. Due to complications with the staff, coach and Dellarson Studio, the picture was not taken. We wish however to congratulate the following team members for their participation: Brian DuBois, Va Lo, Mike Nuessle, Alex Rodriguez, Mac Shapland, Christian Schoeller, Ricky Taylor, Dan Wright, and Coach Lance Carlson. We also apologize if any members' names were inadvertently omitted.